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Electropolishing Standards and Guidelines
 Overview
 This document provides a description of the electropolishing procedures performed by Terra Universal. It also specifies a series of criteria for evaluating the integrity and cleanliness of the electropolished surfaces. Because these electropolishing procedures are followed on all work performed by Terra Universal, the results may be understood as indicative of standard Terra Universal electropolishing, and the specified evaluation criteria may be used as acceptance standards for work performed by Terra Universal.
 Introduction
 Electropolishing is a reverse plating procedure that entails the electrochemical removal of metal (including carbon, silica, iron, and other impurities) from a stainless steel surface.
 Prior to electropolishing, parts are mechanically prepared to ensure optimal results. All welds are ground, deburred, and inspected to ensure that all seams are free of pockets or gaps. Finally, selected surfaces are mechanically buffed to a smooth finish.
 Next, the part is fitted with electrodes, immersed in an electrolyte solution, and subjected to a direct electrical current. During this electrolytic process, the metallic surface of the the anodic part is removed ion by ion, yielding a nickel and chromium-rich surface free of microscopic “peaks” or “valleys” that could lead to metal fatigue or contamination. Optimal results depend on careful control over the current density, the precise chemical composition of the electrolytic solution, and the temperature and agitation of the bath, and the duration of current exposure.
 Unlike mechanically finished stainless steel, electropolished surfaces feature no fine directional lines and hence offer less friction and surface drag. The chromium-rich surface offers excellent light reflection, yielding a bright, smooth and uniform polish.
 Electropolishing Procedures
 Terra Universal electropolishing is carefully controlled in each of the following areas to ensure the finest results possible.
 	Material Selection: Terra Universal electropolishing is performed on 304 stainless steel with either a 2B or 4 mill finish. This material standard minimizes the presence of sulfide inclusions and other subsurface contaminants and end-grain or large-grain surfaces that can produce a frosty appearance following electropolishing. Incoming material is also inspected for improper annealing, overpickling, heat scale, and directional roll marks, all of which are accentuated by electropolishing.
	 Precleaning and Postcleaning: For optimal results, it is important that all surfaces be uniformly exposed to the electrolyte solution, but also that provisions be made to remove all traces of the solution following electropolishing. Failure to remove the solution can result in subsequent outgassing unacceptable in a clean room environment.
 Stainless steel parts intended for electropolishing are designed with these requirements in mind. All welds are carefully inspected to ensure continuous seams, free of pits or gaps where the solution could collect, and all hollow members are drilled to permit effective flushing of the solution after electropolishing.
 Because the electropolishing process removes only a very thin surface layer (typically between 0.001" and 0.0001"), selected surfaces are mechanically buffed, using progressively finer grits to produce the smoothest possible finish.
 Following electropolishing, all traces of the electrolyte solution are thoroughly removed from the part, and any hollow cavities are flushed to eliminate the chance of subsequent outgassing. Surfaces are then dried and buffed with a soft, non-particulating cloth.
 
	 Process Controls: The more rigorously the electropolishing process variables are controlled, the higher the quality that can be expected in the finished product.
 Some of these variables are relatively easy to quantify and monitor, although some variation must be exercised in response to a given sample in order to produce the optimal results.
 	 Electrolyte Bath: The chemistry of the bath must be constantly monitored, with special attention to the specific gravity (an indicator of water content), the acid concentration, and the metals content.
 
	 Current: A supply of clean, ripple-free DC power must be available to drive the process, as well as appropriately sized cables and connectors to the anodes and cathodes. Current density (amperes/square foot) must be carefully monitored and regulated.
 

 For other variables, effective control depends on significant experience. Attention to these considerations, combined with close adherence to the procedures mentioned above, results in a truly superior electropolished finish.
 	 Electrode Positioning: Electrode placement is critical to the success of the electropolishing process. Although electrode clamping of objects with a uniform geometrical shape is generally a straightforward task, irregularly shaped objects, which often contain inaccessible cavities or areas exposed to low current densities, present special challenges. Only an experienced technician, equipped with versatile electrode fittings, can ensure optimal results in these situations.
 
	Electrolyte Temperature: Varying situations may call for varying temperatures, and heating and/or cooling during the electropolishing process may be required.
	Electrolyte Agitation: Only an experienced technician possesses the knowledge of where, when and how to agitate either the electrolyte or the part in order to prevent gassing streaks, flow marks, and similar unacceptable surface anomalies.
	Current Duration: The optimal duration of current exposure depends on the part size and shape. Again, only an experienced electropolisher can control this variable to produce the best results.

 

 Performance Evaluation Parameters
 	 Visual Inspection: The first and most obvious test of the effectiveness of the electropolishing is a close visual inspection. In a closely controlled process performed on high-quality material that is adequately prepared for electropolishing, the surface will appear uniformly brilliant, with no detectable pits, streaks, erosion, "frosting", or other anomalies.
 Unlike mechanical buffing, which distorts the surface of the metal and may conceal the material’s true characteristics, electropolishing reveals the imperfections in the structure of the stainless steel. Electropolishing will accentuate any welding flaws, and a nonuniform appearance indicates a high volume of inclusions or a large-grained grade of stainless steel.
 
	 Micrographs: A better test of the integrity of the surface is provided by photomicrographs of the surface. Although a highly buffed (such as a No. 8 mil finish) sample and an electropolished sample may appear equally brilliant to the unaided eye, the differences between the two are apparent when they are viewed under very high magnifications. The sample micrographs below, taken at 1,000X, dramatically illustrate the smooth, featureless surface that results from electropolishing.
 

  Before Electropolishing
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This photomicrograph represents the surface of 304 stainless steel with a No. 2B mill finish before Electropolishing. Note that the etched boundaries between the grains are only partially sealed, resulting in a network of sub-surface crevices. Contaminants that lodge in these crevices are protected from contact with cleaning agents leading to subsequent migration of trapped contaminants onto the cleaned surface.
 After Electropolishing
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This photomicrograph represents the same No. 2B surface after Electropolishing. Note that the surface is now completely featureless on a microscopic level and has the desired noncontaminating, non-particulating and non-sticking properties.
 
  Before Electropolishing
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This photomicrograph represents a 304 stainless steel surface with a mechanically polished No. 4 mill finish before Electropolishing. Note the deep grooves, cavities, torn metal and other microscopic imperfections that entrap and retain contaminants.
 After Electropolishing
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This photomicrograph represents the same No. 4 finish after Electropolishing. The surface may still show some of the abrasiveproduced topography to the naked eye, but will now be microscopically featureless with the desired non-contaminating, non particulating and non-sticking properties.
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Terra manufactures cleanroom tables, laboratory tables, electrical workbenches, industrial workstations and more to meet the most critical cleanliness and safety requirements. Styles are available in grade 304 and 316L stainless steel in solid, perforated and rod top designs.
 Heavy-duty lab tables are tested by UL to meet strict safety and stability requirements. Terra’s  BioSafe® all-stainless steel cleanroom tables are fully-welded and designed to meet the most stringent cleanliness classifications down to Class 1 / ISO 3.  ErgoHeight™ electric adjustable height workstations allow automatic height adjustment without disrupting sensitive tabletop set-ups. Stainless steel cabinet workbenches provide an easily accessible concealed storage space underneath your workstation for a clean and tidy lab.
 Shop our wide selection of stocked designs. Buy a lab table online, or chat with a live product specialist to discuss your unique requirements. Whether you need a dimension modification or a whole new design, our team will work with you to develop an effective and affordable solution.
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ErgoHeight™ Adjustable Work Stations







Affordable, ergonomic workstations with motorized height adjustment for cleanroom, lab and office environmentsWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Vibration Isolation Workstations







Vibration-free tables isolate up to 90% of building vibration, eliminating operator fatigue and nausea during microscope operationsWorkstation Features Comparison 
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BioSafe Stainless Steel Work Stations







UL-tested BioSafe stainless steel work stations combine durability, chemical-resistance, cleanliness, and conductivityWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Laminate and Corian Work Stations







Laminate- and Corian-top workstations with powder-coated steel frames for a clean aesthetic; suitable for general-use in laboratories and cleanroomsWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Epoxy Resin Work Stations







Epoxy resin workstations feature a high-density epoxy work surface ideal for life sciences research; bacterial- and fungal-resistantWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Polypropylene Work Stations







Polypropylene workstations built for chemical resistance, especially in wet station applications; fabricated entirely of polypropyleneWorkstation Features Comparison 
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InterMetro Laboratory Tables







Stainless steel lab tables from Intermetro offer several standard configurations, including adjustable shelves, that are also suitable for cleanroomsWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Eagle ValuLine Laboratory Tables







Stainless steel lab tables from Eagle Group offer durability and easy-to-clean work surfaces at an economical price pointWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Scissor Lift Tables







Scissor lift tables from Southworth eliminate manual lifting and positioning of heavy itemsWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Cabinet Work Benches







Cabinet workbenches can be used standalone or as a work surface for a Terra Universal hood; optional epoxy resin top availableWorkstation Features Comparison 
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Drawers & Accessories







Drawers can be ordered installed on a Terra workstation or retrofitted using a mounting kit; available in stainless steel or ABS plastic. 
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Technical Resources
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Features and Benefits
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Learn More





ErgoHeight™ Affordable Sit-And-Stand Work Station 


Allows automatic height adjustment of equipment, on-board controller includes 4 saved height settings. Isolated lifting mechanism is free of crevices that harbor microbes or particles. Powder-coated steel models for lab and office environments. 
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Learn More





ISO 5 Stainless Steel Cleanroom Tables with Perforated Tops 


Stainless Steel Cleanroom Tables with Perforated Tops use 0.25”-diameter cut-outs that open up 40% of the surface for airflow (optional “C” base shown). 
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Learn More





ISO 5 UL-Tested Cleanroom Workbenches for Highest Quality and Safety 


Ensuring the safety of your personnel and equipment is essential. UL is recognized around the world as the leader in product safety testing and certification. Terra’s cleanroom workbenches are tested by UL to meet the strictest safety and stability standards. 
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Heavy Duty Electropolished 304-Grade Stainless Steel Work Station 


Fully welded, ISO 4, electropolished 304-grade stainless steel work station for sterile, aseptic environments. 
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Learn More





Arrange Accessories to Suit Your Needs 


Customize your cleanroom workstation with drawer and shelf systems to add clean, convenient storage where you need it. Cantilever shelves can be adjusted to any height. Mix and match 3”, 6”, and 12”H drawer systems. 
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Learn More





ISO 6 Stainless Steel Lab Table with Backsplash 


The Stainless Steel Lab Table with Backsplash features a seamless, radius cove for easy clean-up; marine-edge work surface available (shown with optional locking casters). 
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Learn More





Vibration-Free Work Station 


Terra’s Vibration-Free Work Station applies pneumatic vibration control to the entire table. Reduces operator nausea during microscopy processes. 
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Learn More





Chemical Resistant, Epoxy-Resin Top Work Station 


Epoxy-resin top work station resists common organic compounds, acids and solvents. 
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Learn More





All-Polypropylene Work Station 


The All-Polypropylene Work Station has three sliding drawers for tools, wipers, and other small items. 
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Watch Terra's ErgoHeight™ Workstations Video
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ErgoHeight™ Auto Adjustable Cleanroom Work Station
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EroHeight™ workstations are ideal for boosting productivity and comfort.
Watch Terra's ErgoHeight™ Workstations Video
EroHeight™ work stations provide automatic adjustable height for user comfort. Robust moterized lifters provide industry leading speed and durability.
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Operation of the ErgoHeight™ Auto-Adjusting Cleanroom Work Station
ErgoHeight™ Auto Adjustable Cleanroom Work Station
ErgoHeight™ tables provide a 15" range of vertical motion to ensure personnel comfort without disrupting tabletop set-ups.
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ErgoHeight™ Auto-Adjusting Cleanroom Work Stations 


ErgoHeight™ Work Station provides smooth, controlled height adjustment under virtually any load and allows automatic height adjustment of vibration-sensitive equipment 





manual [pdf]


Vibration-Isolated Work Stations 


This manual includes general installation and operating instructions for Terra's Vibration-Isolated Work Stations. 






white paper [pdf]


Vibration Isolation Guide 


Foot traffic and air handlers can disrupt work processes, so vibration control is critical for efficiency and accuracy in precision applications. Learn more about the effects of vibration and how to control it. 






tech resource [pdf]


Chemical Compatibility Charts 


A general guide describing the effects of different chemicals on various materials. Included here are metals, plastics and rubber/synthetics. 
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 Terra Universal manufactures application-specific cleanroom workbench packages for a variety of uses, many available for immediate shipment and delivery from its Fullerton, California facility.
 Terra also offers a wide selection of cleanroom specialized equipment from the following manufacturers:
 Eagle (on-budget cleanroom tables and storage)
 Metro (gowning furniture, modular tables, keyboard trays, monitor arms & drawers)
 TMC (pneumatic vibration-isolated tables)
 View All Cleanroom Workstations and Tables
   A - ISO Rating 
 (back to chart)
 ISO 14644-1 is a widely recognized international standard that specifies the classification of air cleanliness in cleanrooms and controlled environments. The standard provides guidance for assessing and controlling the levels of airborne particulates in these environments, which are crucial to industries such as pharmaceuticals, health care, microelectronics, biotechnology and aerospace.
 The standard defines cleanrooms as enclosed spaces where the concentration of airborne particles is controlled to meet specific cleanliness requirements. ISO 14644-1 establishes the maximum allowable particle concentration per square meter of air space. The standard also defines the size range of particles considered within the classification, typically diameters of 0.1 micrometers and larger.
 In addition to the classification system, ISO 14644-1 provides guidance on monitoring and validating cleanroom conditions, establishing procedures for testing and evaluating air cleanliness, and ensuring ongoing compliance with the specified cleanliness levels.
 Terra’s products are designed to comply with the below ISO 14644-1 classifications.
 A1 - Iso 4
 The maximum allowable concentration in an ISO class 4 environment is 10,000 particles (greater than 0.1 micrometers in diameter) per cubic meter. ISO class 4 cleanrooms, or enclosures, must maintain an average airflow velocity of 50 – 90 feet per minute and an average air change rate of 300 – 540 changes per hour. 
 A2 - Iso 5
 The maximum allowable concentration in an ISO class 5 environment is 100,000 particles (greater than 0.1 micrometers in diameter) per cubic meter. ISO class 5 cleanrooms, or enclosures, must maintain an average airflow velocity of 40 – 80 feet per minute and an average air change rate of 240 – 480 changes per hour. 
 A3 - Iso 6
 The maximum allowable concentration in an ISO class 6 environment is 1,000,000 particles (greater than 0.1 micrometers in diameter) per cubic meter. ISO class 6 cleanrooms, or enclosures, must maintain an average airflow velocity of 25 – 40 feet per minute and an average air change rate of 150 – 240 changes per hour. 
 A4 - Iso 7
 The maximum allowable concentration in an ISO class 7 environment is 352,000 particles (greater than 0.5 micrometers in diameter) per cubic meter. ISO class 7 cleanrooms, or enclosures, must maintain an average airflow velocity of 10 – 15 feet per minute and an average air change rate of 60 – 90 changes per hour. 
 A5 - Iso 8
 The maximum allowable concentration in an ISO class 8 environment is 3,520,000 particles (greater than 0.5 micrometers in diameter) per cubic meter. ISO class 8 cleanrooms, or enclosures, must maintain an average airflow velocity of 1 – 8 feet per minute and an average air change rate of 5 – 48 changes per hour. 
 
  B - Adjustable and Fixed Height Workstation Formats 
 (back to chart)
 B1 - Automatic Height Adjustment Workstations
 Terra’s BioSafe® ErgoHeight™ Adjustable Cleanroom Workstations allow the user to easily alter the viewing position between multi-shift operations or amidst changing workflow requirements. An on-board controller includes 4 saved height settings for quick and easy adjustment.
 B2 - Fixed Height Workstations
 Fixed-height cleanroom and lab tables are available with a weight capacity ranging between 1,000 - 2,000lbs.
 Heavy-duty BioSafe® tables are rated to 1,200lbs and 3X tested at 3,600lbs for additional safety. Fixed height cleanroom tables ship fully assembled after being pre-packaged in a cleanroom. As described, these tables arrive with fixed legs and the surface height cannot be adjusted.
 B3 - Telescoping Legs
 Workstations with telescoping legs allow as-needed adjustment of the work surface height. Telescoping legs enhance ergonomics, reduce shipping cost, integrate with existing tables or casework, and support multiple operators who require different work surface heights. Each telescoping workstation is tested to ensure a weight load of 1,200lbs.
 
 
   C - Cleanroom Work Surface Top Material 
 (back to chart)
 C1 - 304-Grade Stainless Steel
 Terra Universal designs and manufactures stainless steel table top workstations that combine durability, chemical-resistance, cleanliness, and conductivity.
 304 stainless steel surfaces are an industry standard for cleanroom and laboratory environments. Stainless steel is compatible with most chemicals, resists oxidation, and cleans easily. 
 Terra's BioSafe® workstations minimize gaps and crevices known to harbor microbial, particulate, and residual contamination.
 C2 - Corian Workstation Surfaces
 Corian workstation surfaces are non-porous, 0.5" -thick table tops that discourage bacteria and mildew growth. The smooth surface is chemical-resistant and easy to wipe down. Beneficially, corian is a non-toxic hybrid composite formulated with acrylic resin and natural minerals.
 C3 - Epoxy Resin Workstation Surfaces
 Epoxy resin table tops are self-extinguishing, non-absorbent and corrosion-resistant. Fungal and bacterial resistant properties make these surfaces ideal for use in high-volume biochemistry labs and proteomic research.
 C4 - Laminate, Non-Dissipative Workstation Surfaces
 Terra's non-dissipative laminate cleanroom workstations cleanrooms or laboratories. Sealed laminate tops are compatible with ISO 5 (Class 100) cleanrooms and resistant to most solvents and hot solder.
 Note: Laminate work surfaces are not designed for use with mineral acids.
 C5 - Laminate, Static-Dissipative Workstation Surfaces
 Terra's static-dissipative cleanroom workstations are optimal for static-sensitive materials that can be degraded or destroyed by the charges conducted by conventional benchtops. When made from inherently static-dissipative polyurethane, the result is a permanent, humidity-independent ESD protected surface for sensitive manufacturing conditions.
 C6 - Phenolic Resin Workstation Surfaces
 Phenolic resin cleanroom tables are chemical compatible and resistant to corrosion, abrasion and impact damage.
 C7 - Polypropylene Workstation Surfaces
 Polypropylene cleanroom surfaces resist a wide range of acids and caustic materials. 
 
 
   D - Workstation Surface Design 
 (back to chart)
 D1 - Perforated Top Cleanroom Tables
 Perforated top workstations allow laminar flow air to pass through the top surface and promote the passage of dirty air back to floor or wall mounted air returns. The design reduces air flow obstruction on critical surfaces and mitigates the occurrence of resuspended particles caused by eddies or turbulence.
 D2 - Solid Top Workstations
 Terra's solid top cleanroom and laboratory surfaces are easy to clean, sturdy, and well suited for research involving microtubes, vials, and ampules.
 
 
   E - Workstation Frame Material 
 (back to chart)
 E1 - 304-Grade Stainless Steel Workstation Frames
 304 stainless steel workstation frames and work surfaces support easy disinfection, wipedown, and sterilization methods required for medical device or biotechnology use.
 E2 - Chrome-Plated Steel Workstation Frames
 Chrome plated steel is highly aesthetic, economical grade material that is both affordable and well-suited for a wide variety of dry storage and processing areas.
 E3 - High-Density Polyethylene Workstation Frames
 High-density polyethylene (HDPE) is a durable, lightweight thermoplastic with impact-resistant qualities and moderate chemical compatibility. 
 E4 - Polymer Workstation Frames
 Polymer table frames offer a strong, lightweight frame design made of chemical-resistant polymer.
 E5 - Powder-Coated Steel Workstation Frames
 Terra’s signature white powder coat finish provides a high quality, durable barrier to protect against corrosion, plus a clean and attractive aesthetic. The advanced heat-fused formulation exceeds ASTM and ISO paint standards to resist chipping, scratching, fading, and wearing.
 
 
   F - Cleanroom Workstation Width 
 (back to chart)
 F1 - 24"
 F2 - 30"
 F3 - 36"
 F4 - 48"
 F5 - 60"
 F6 - 72"
 F7 - 84"
 F8 - 96"
 
 
   G - Cleanroom Workstation Depth 
 (back to chart)
 G1 - 24"
 G2 - 30"
 G3 - 34"
 G4 - 36"
 G5 - 44"
 
 
   H - Cleanroom Workstation Height (Maximum) 
 (back to chart)
 H1 - 30"
 H2 - 32"
 H3 - 34"
 H4 - 35"
 H5 - 36"
 H6 - 37"
 H7 - 40"
 H8 - 43"
 H9 - 51"
 
 
   I - Cleanroom Workstation Load Capacity 
 (back to chart)
 I1 - 200 lbs
 I2 - 400 lbs
 I3 - 500 lbs
 I4 - 600 lbs
 I5 - 625 lbs
 I6 - 750 lbs
 I7 - 880 lbs
 I8 - 1,000 lbs
 I9 - 1,200 lbs
 I10 - 2,000 lbs
 
 
   J - Special Workstation Features 
 (back to chart)
 J1 - Workstation Backsplash
 Cleanroom workstations with backsplashes help contain liquids, splatter, and spills from penetrating difficult to clean areas behind the workstation.
 J2 - Bullnose Top Tables
 Terra's one-piece bull-nose rounded edges increase operator comfort and reduce particulate shedding caused by sharp or abrasive edges. The smooth, continuous-seam welds also eliminate cracks and crevices that can harbor contaminants.
 J3 - Full-Welded, Seamless Design
 Fully-welded, seamless construction minimizes cracks, gaps, and crevices that may otherwise harbor microbes, particulate, and residual debris.
 J4 - Marine Edge Table Tops
 Seamless marine-edge work surfaces subdue spills and splashes when handling liquids and chemicals.
 J5 - Vibration Isolation Workstations (Anti Vibration Lab Tables)
 Vibration isolation workstations are ideal for housing sensitive instruments including microscopes, semiconductor inspection equipment, and automated lithographic exposure workflows.
 Humans can sense vibration at a rate of 200 um/sec when performing microscopy work. Whether obvious or impalpable, environmental disturbances during magnified observation and inspection can cause operators to experience discomfort or sickness. Visual blur, which is caused by viewing vibrating objects under high magnification, is a typical contributor to nausea, dizziness, headaches, and fatigue.
 Terra's ClassOne™ Cleanroom Vibration Isolation Tables feature Gimbal Piston isolators that eliminate up to 99.9% of floor vibrations caused by traffic, footfall, air handling equipment, and other conditions.
 Terra's TMC CleanBench™ Vibration Isolation Tables with Gimbal Pistons achieve very low horizontal and vertical isolation input levels for loads up to 500lbs.
 Learn More: Vibration Isolated Tables & Workstation Guide
 
 
   K - Workstation Accessories 
 (back to chart)
 K1 - Workstation Casters
 Cleanroom workstation casters are easily retrofitted for mobility. Products can be rolled out of the way when cleaning or relocated as workflow changes.
 K2 - Workstation Computer Racks
 Workstation computer racks allow for easy, neat, and non-intrusive integration of workstation mounted PCs. The space-efficient rack mounts below the workstation surface and is constructed of powder-coated stainless steel for strength and cleanliness.
 K3 - Consumable Dispensers
 Integrated workstation dispensers are configurable for a wide variety of PPE, packaging materials, garments, and cleaning supplies. Integrated dispensers expand on-location storage capacity while also keeping stocked supplies neat and tidy.
 K4 - Workstation Drawers
 Optional workstation drawers are available in either plastic or stainless steel with many sizes and drawer configurations.
 K5 - Workstation Keyboard Tray
 Underdesk keyboard trays promote ergonomics and easy access. Trays support easy cleaning and mouse placement on either the left of right of the keyboard.
 K6 - Workstation Monitor Arms
 Workstation monitor arms are available in single and dual configurations. Heavy duty for flat monitors allow up to three pivot points and a clamp mount for a variety of table thicknesses.
 K7 - Workstation Power Strip
 Terra's integrated workstation power strips are UL-listed, surge protected, and available pre-installed from the factory.
 K8 - Workstation Shelving
 Terra Universal is a factory-direct distributor for Metro and Eagle shelving products, racks, fixtures, and accessories.
 Need Help with Product Configuration?
 Shop Terra Universal products online for immediate pricing or configure your components and accessories for quoting.
 Contact a Terra sales specialist via phone, webchat, or email for help with configuration, large purchases, and application expertise.
 
 Shop Cleanroom and Laboratory Workstations by Brand
 Eagle Group
 InterMetro
 Terra Universal
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 Receive 10% OFF your first order.
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 Can't find what you're looking for?Tell us what you need and we'll build it!

 
  SUBMIT A QUICKQUOTE REQUEST
 


 





 Need Help?
   (714) 578-6100
  EMAIL  CHAT  Mon - Fri, 5:30am - 5:30pm PST
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 On a tight schedule?
 WITH FASTRAK, YOU TELL US THE SHIP DATE
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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Source your lab and analytic equipment from our trusted sister site.
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